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FOREWORD
The current government’s Digital India vision has been
a game changer for the innovation landscape in India.
Grassroot led innovation can truly help India reap the
benefits of technology by enabling access to the most
basic services in the country, thereby accelerating India’s
economic progress. The best change agent to deliver
these innovations is our own sizeable pool of technology
talent. India’s maker community, ranging from students to
academicians, and from entrepreneurs to start-ups, is on
a journey to develop and deliver on the Digital India vision
by challenging India’s challenges.
But even the best talent needs to be nurtured, mentored
and supported in order to deliver. India’s maker community
needs support from its government, investors, experts
and industry. Intel, which houses one of its largest R&D
centres in India, and has pioneered several innovation led
initiatives in the country, is committed to collaborating with

Prakash Mallya
Managing Director –
SMG Group, Intel Technology India Pvt. Ltd.

able and willing stakeholders in supporting this community
and enabling technology led solutions to Indian citizens in
order to improve their lives.
With this objective in mind, Intel India, in collaboration
with the Department of Science & Technology (“DST”), and
supported by MyGov and Department of Electronics and
Information Technology (“DeitY”) announced the Intel &
DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge (“Challenge”)
in 2015. The initiative aimed to foster local innovation
to solve India’s problems. From more than 1900 entries,
twenty teams were shortlisted, of which seven have
demonstrated the mind-to-market philosophy, with
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solutions that are either in the market or in pilot stage,

access support to these teams through a multi-phase

catering to healthcare, agriculture, and e-governance

model. This included an eight week accelerator that

among other verticals.

transformed prototypes into Minimum Viable Products

Buoyed by the positive response received in the first leg
of the Challenge, Intel announced the second edition of
the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0
(“Challenge 2.0”) in September 2016. Challenge 2.0 was
launched in collaboration with DST, supported by MyGov
and Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology

(“MVP”), followed by trials and development of
go-to-market strategy, and finally, extending support to
scale their businesses and accelerate demand for their
solutions. No doubt that the Challenge, across both its
editions, has appealed to thousands of participants from
various parts of India.

(“MeitY”), and anchored by T-Hub Foundation (“T-Hub”),

Last year, through our collaboration with the DST,

among India’s fastest growing start-up engines.

MeiTY, MyGov, and other industry experts, we were

Challenge 2.0 encouraged the creation of easy to use
and scalable solutions to address the challenges faced
by the country through solutions that integrated IoT

able to identify several ideas whose journey from
mind-to-market, and the relevance of their solutions
beyond India, is commendable.

and cloud technology to enable digital transformation

For Challenge 2.0, AllizHealth, iNICU & iCHR, and

experiences in the areas of agriculture, healthcare

Banyan Nation have been announced as the top three

services, financial inclusion, and sustainable energy,

teams. Based on Intel® architecture, these solutions are

among others. It was open to Indian entrepreneurs,

poised for digital disruption in the spaces of preventive

innovators, academicians, designers, engineers and

healthcare, infant mortality, and waste management,

makers from diverse backgrounds.

respectively. Shortlisted from nearly 800 applications

Over the last few months, it has been exciting to follow
the journey of the top ten teams, as they chalked their
path to market; and while agriculture and healthcare
have always been popular themes in India, this time,
we also have teams that are addressing issues such
as waste management. Our approach was to identify,
nurture, mentor, and provide funding and market

received nationwide, the selected teams received
go-to-market support and access to opportunities led
by Intel, DST and T-Hub, as well as their network of
knowledge partners and industry. These teams also
received the opportunity to travel to the United States
for a two-week, go-to-market mentoring program with
the US Market Access Center (USMAC).

The end goal of innovation is to improve citizens’ quality of life and provide solutions
to problems that are a potential hindrance in the social and economic progress of the
nation. As you read through the pages and stories within, get set to be inspired by the
top ten teams from the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0.
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MESSAGES
Shri H. K. Mittal

Shri Jay Krishnan

At the Department of Science & Technology,
our goal is to support as many impactful
tech start-ups as possible. All the teams that
participated in the Intel & DST – Innovate for
Digital India Challenge 2.0 have shown what
passion for a social cause, accompanied by the
right mentoring and funding, can do for the
benefit of a nation. Based on the Prime Minister's
vision to encourage and drive local innovation,
DST is always seeking collaborations with the
private sector such as the one with Intel for the
Challenge, to help identify local makers who
have the potential to transform the way citizens
live their lives and earn their livelihoods.

With the government laying the pathway for Digital
India, we are at the precipice of a truly transformative
phase in development. As an essentially democratic
force, we have witnessed the power of technology as
it creates opportunities for marginalized communities
and accelerates growth for the country as a whole.
We are honoured to anchor the Intel & DST - Innovate
for Digital India Challenge 2.0 in partnership with
Intel, DST, MyGov and MeitY. In our experience,
startups are keen to offer solutions that not only have
business potential, but also those that disengage
socio-economic orders that are at odds with inclusive
development. This intensive program, which has
spanned over six months, has equipped the chosen
start-ups with a global perspective to ensure that their
game-changing ideas translate into reality

Head,
National Science & Technology
Entrepreneurship Development
Board (NSTEDB)

CEO
T-Hub Foundation

Shri Gaurav Dwivedi

Chief Executive Officer
MyGov

As we come to the end of another edition of the Challenge, I would like to congratulate
all the teams that participated, those who made it to the top three, and the winning team.
Their solutions, which address the challenges that India faces, are not only going to have
a positive impact on our nation, but will also be relevant for other countries that face
similar challenges. Intel, DST, T-Hub, and MyGov have successfully shown what
public-private collaboration can achieve, and we hope to engage in similar endeavors in
the near future, wherein we continue to identify local talent that can make an impact at
the ground level through their technology innovations and know-how.
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INTEL – FOSTERING
INNOVATION IN INDIA
Back in 1968, two scientists, Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore, founded
Intel with a vision for semiconductor memory products. By 1971, they had
introduced the world’s first microprocessor. Since then, Intel has nurtured
a heritage of innovation, both within the organization and in the broader
ecosystem, which continues to expand the reach and promise of computing
while advancing the ways people work and live worldwide.
In India, for more than two decades, Intel has built a rich legacy of promoting
innovation and providing the youth of the country with platforms to take
their original, path-breaking ideas to the world. Inspired by Moore’s Law, it
has initiated various programs that create economic value and drive social
advancement. Intel promotes technology innovation and entrepreneurship
through science fairs and entrepreneurship challenges.

Inspiring the Spirit of Inquiry and
Innovation
At the school level, budding scientists and innovators have the opportunity
to showcase their brilliance across 17 subject categories at the annual
Initiative for Research and Innovation in Science ("IRIS") National Fair,
an initiative of the Department of Science and Technology ("DST"), the
Indo-US Science and Technology Forum and Intel India. Winners get the
chance to represent India at global science competitions like the Intel
International Science and Engineering Fair ("Intel ISEF"). Since Indian
students first participated at Intel ISEF in 1999, 113 of them have won as
many as 140 awards at the Fair, competing against the best young minds
from nearly 80 countries. 24 of these students have even qualified to have
minor planets named after them!
The Intel® Tech Challenge provides a platform for innovative high school
students to demonstrate their unique tech infused ideas. It encourages
a ‘maker’ spirit, and features Ideathons that help instil an interest in
design, discovery, coding, and development of computational skills; and
Makeathons, where children experiment hands-on with microcontroller
boards, sensors, SD cards, and connectors, as they convert their innovative
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ideas into prototypes under the guidance of maker evangelists and technologists.
Working closely with governments at the Centre and State levels, the education
ecosystem in India and maker communities, the program has reached more than
8,600 students; of these, over 5,000 girls have participated through a joint initiative
between Intel and the Rashtriya Avishkar Abhiyan of the Ministry of Human Resource
Development. More than 5,000 synopses have been submitted by the participating
students at the Ideathons, and more than 800 students have honed their ideas
further, and worked towards prototyping them at Makeathons.
The Galileo Corners in science museums in New Delhi and Bengaluru, and Intel
enabled STEM Workshops in schools across India aim to make science fun and
exciting for children, and foster a do-it-yourself ‘maker’ culture among them.
Navachara Kaksh, the science and innovation museum at the Presidential Estate
in New Delhi, has a compelling mix of information, scientific know-how and
inspiring innovations designed to encourage young people to come up with
exciting new projects.

Promoting Technology Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
The Intel® Higher Education Program promotes innovation and entrepreneurship,
and has reached 2,35,000 students and 4,500 faculty across 550 institutions
so far; while the Intel® PhD Sponsorship program looks forward to enhancing
the quality of research in the nation. The Intel India Embedded Challenge has
spurred innovation in the area of embedded technology among college students
and working professionals, who have architected, designed and developed novel
embedded applications based on the Intel Atom® platform. More than 2,500 ideas
have been received for the contest since 2010, and nearly 140 novel embedded
applications have been prototyped.
The Intel® Higher Education Program in India has also been supporting
entrepreneurship initiatives from leading institutes of higher education, such as the
CXC Program of the Indian Institute of Science ("IISc"), Bengaluru, where 100 student
teams team up with 100 faculty members from selected engineering institutes to
innovate on various application areas around the Internet of Things ("IoT").
To support the development and integration of embedded curricula in
undergraduate and postgraduate engineering courses, Intel has launched a
lab-focused Intel® Galileo curriculum with IISc, based on Intel® Quark™ SoC
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architecture, and set up more than 35 Intel Atom® processor based
Embedded Labs and over 100 Intel® Galileo based IoT Centres at reputed
institutions of engineering and technology across India. The Intel India
Innovation Conclave and the Intel India Academic Forum have focused
on IoT, and provided platforms for technologists and the best minds from
academia to come together with government representatives and students
to deliberate on academic and other challenges, through faculty colloquiums,
ideation workshops, innovation showcases and more.

Addressing Real Issues through Technology
Innovation
The Government of India’s far-reaching, visionary blueprint of a Digital India
aims to empower every Indian citizen with the benefits of technology by
enabling digital transformation. It seeks to harness the power of technology
to drive universal access to infrastructure, education, healthcare, and financial
and government services that are key to inclusive growth and development.
Intel is committed to fulfilling this vision by not just creating a culture and
ecosystem of innovation, but by steering innovation towards solving India’s
problems. Intel has worked closely with DST on pioneering initiatives like IRIS,
and the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge (“Challenge”)
takes this public-private collaboration to a new level. Now in its second
edition, the Challenge is fostering innovation as it taps into the vast pool of
technology talent available in India to drive development of local solutions
that will help increase technology adoption in the country and address real
issues faced by our society.
The Top 10 teams in the first edition of the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital
India Challenge created inspiring stories through innovative solutions across
fields as diverse as agriculture, citizens’ rights, communication, education,
environment, financial inclusion, and healthcare. Just as inspiring are the
stories of the Top 10 teams of Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India
Challenge 2.0, which you can experience as you read on.
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On April 24, 2015, as part of its agenda to foster local
innovation, Intel joined hands with the Department of
Science and Technology, Government of India (“DST”),
to launch the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India
Challenge (“Challenge”). Supported by MyGov and the
Department of Electronics and Information Technology
(“DeitY”), and anchored by the Centre for Innovation
Incubation and Entrepreneurship (“CIIE”) of the Indian
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, the Challenge
set a new benchmark for public-private partnerships
as it successfully inspired innovators and aspiring
entrepreneurs to develop scalable and innovative
solutions that leverage technology and address real
problems faced by Indian citizens.
Building on the success of the first edition of the
Challenge, Intel and DST came together again and
announced the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India
Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge 2.0”) on September 8, 2016,
fostering yet another wave of disruptive innovation that
would empower citizens and transform India. Challenge
2.0 saw continued support from MyGov and from the
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology
(“MeitY”), and was anchored by T-Hub Foundation
(“T-Hub”), which is among India’s fastest growing
incubators. In all, Challenge 2.0 offered up to a total of
INR 65 lakh in grants to be won.
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Tapping Local Ingenuity to Help
Deliver a Digital India
Challenge 2.0 sought to combine Intel’s history of
game-changing innovation and world-class technology
with the government’s Digital India vision and the immense
entrepreneurship talent in the country. The aim was to foster
local innovation and encourage the creation of intuitive, easy
to use and scalable solutions in areas like the Internet of
Things ("IoT") , Data Centre, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Open
Data and Analytics.
Participating teams were required to develop solutions based
on Intel® architecture, that addressed problems faced by
Indian citizens across the areas of e-governance, agriculture,
healthcare, education, financial inclusion, manufacturing and
engineering, services and logistics, sustainability, and/or smart
city. The solutions needed to provide digitally transformative
experiences, thus helping build a Digital India.
Challenge 2.0 was open to startups and entrepreneurs that
are registered in India. Teams were asked to prove their ability
to go beyond just innovative ideas; they needed to possess a
prototype or conceptual prototype that demonstrated their
proficiency in doing so, as well as a business plan for achieving
scale. This ensured that there was a high probability that
these ideas would translate into solutions that could soon be
available in the market, making a positive impact in the lives of
millions of Indian citizens.

Ideas Galore

To be just out of college
and compete with the best
entrepreneurs in the country
was an unparalleled experience.

Despite the rigorous entry criteria, as many as 797 teams
had registered using the online application system by the
cut-off of November, 2016. Over the next few weeks, T-Hub
screened the entries and shortlisted the Top 20 teams,
who were invited to Hyderabad to present their concepts,
conceptual prototypes and business plans to a panel of
experts.

– Nitin Vasanth, NeuroTech

Based on inputs from the panel, and after deliberations,
the Top 10 teams of Challenge 2.0 were identified, with
each team receiving a prototyping grant of up to INR 3
lakhs. They also qualified to be part of an eight-week long
Accelerator Phase of the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital
India Challenge 2.0.
The NanoAccelerator™ Program was managed by T-Hub
and supported by Intel and DST, and provided intense and
varied mentoring to the teams via webcasts, 1:1 sessions
with experts, access to Intel Maker Lab, Intel® architecture
based products, engineering support from Intel trained
engineers, and go-to-market opportunities, so that they
could develop their strategies further and move their
prototypes closer to market readiness.
The NanoAccelerator™ was partly based out of T-Hub’s
vibrant facility in Hyderabad. The selected teams were
hosted by T-Hub for the week-long Bootcamp, which was
held in December, 2016—and the culminating Demo Week
held in February 2017, which ended with a Demo Day on
February 9, 2017.

Top 20
Pitch &
Identifying
Top 10

STAGE
Funneling &
Identifying
Top 20

Accelerator
Phase
Including
Demo Day

STAGE

02 03

STAGE

01

KEY PHASES
OF THE CHALLENGE

Set Up &
Launch

STAGE

04

GTM Phase
for Top 3
Teams

STAGE

05

Grand Finale
Top Team
Announcement
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Challenge 2.0 has been very
exciting not only for the
participating startups but for us
as well, as we got to see some
amazing innovations which,
when out in the market, will
generate ripples of positivity
in society.
– Jay Krishnan, CEO, T-Hub
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NanoAccelerator™ Program:
Highlights

•

Corporate and Customer Interactions: Through the
early part of 2017, the Top 10 teams had meetings
and in-person workshops, organized by international
business and project management consultants Global
Business Inroads (“GBI”), with corporate mentors and
prospective customers. They interacted with sector
experts relevant to their respective fields, who mentored
them and offered industry knowledge, explored ideas on
social impact and discussed business opportunities.

•

Support on Intel® Architecture: In order to develop
their prototypes based on Intel® architecture, the Top 10
teams received guidance from Intel trained engineers,
who helped drive overall development of their Minimum
Viable Products (“MVPs”) on technologies such as
Intel® Edison boards, Intel® NUC, Intel® RealSense™
technology, Intel® Compute Stick, Intel® IoT Gateway
Technology, Xadow* Wearable Kit for Intel® Edison, Intel®
Curie™ module for wearable devices and consumer and
industrial edge products, and Intel-based 2 in 1 personal
computers that offer the benefits of both a powerful
touchscreen laptop and an ultra-thin, detachable tablet.
The teams also had access to the T-Hub Hardware Lab
and Intel Maker Lab in Bengaluru.

•

The NanoAccelerator™ culminated with a Demo Day
on February 9, 2017, wherein each team presented
their innovations in four minutes or less, Silicon Valley
style, to a panel of experts. They were also given the
opportunity to demonstrate their MVPs based on
Intel® architecture.

During the Accelerator Phase, the Top 10 teams received
support and expert inputs on design thinking, Intel®
architecture, business modelling and scaling, and pitch
preparation. These included:
•

•

Bootcamp: The residential bootcamp at T-Hub was
designed to stimulate the Top 10 teams and get theminto
the mindset to ‘think big’, even as it provided them with
key essentials for engaging with potential early-adopter
customers and partners. The bootcamp was conducted
in conjunction with Silicon Valley based US Market
Access Center Inc. (“USMAC”), which has immense
experience in providing tech companies with
go-to-market mentoring. The bootcamp featured
workshops, 1:1 mentoring sessions, and guest lectures
via video conferencing.
#LetsTalkInnovation Webcast Sessions: In these
sessions, which were webcast to a wider audience via
social media, the teams got a chance to interact with
eminent advisors from various fields who shared their
views on innovation and entrepreneurship. They included
Mr Gaurav Dwivedi, Chief Executive Officer, MyGov;
Mr Jayesh Ranjan, Principal Secretary, IT and Industry and
Commerce, Government of Telangana; Mr Hasit Kaji, Vice
President, Tata Consultancy Services ("TCS"); Mr Ashish
Deshpande, Founder, Elephant; and rural marketing
expert, Mr Pradeep Lokhande of Rural Relations. The
webcasts generated over 3 million views.
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The Accelerator Phase was a watershed
moment for the Top 10 teams, and some of
them pivoted their strategies in the light of the
inputs they received. Their journey from the
time they entered Challenge 2.0 right up to
the NanoAccelarator™ are documented in their
blogs at http://innovatefordigitalindia.intel.in/
index.html#challenge2blog.

The Road to the
Grand Finale
The Demo Day presentations were evaluated
by a panel of experts comprising Mr Sachin
Kelkar, Head – Scale Program – Asia Pacific,
Intel Software and Services Group; Mr Sathya
Prasad, Director, Ideas-2-Reality (Internal
Incubator at Intel India); Mr Sashi Reddi of SRI
Capital; Mr Chris Burry, Co-Chief Executive
Officer, USMAC; Mr Srinivas Modukuri, investor;
Mr Vijay Nadiminti, Chief Operating Officer,
IDEA-Technology Business Incubator of the
National Academy of Agricultural Research
Management; Mr Neel Vora, Director of
Investments, T-Fund; and Mr Girish Shivani,
Co-Founder, YourNest. Based on inputs
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received from the panel and internal deliberations
the top three were shortlisted for the next phase,
Go-to-Market ("GTM") Preparation.
Each of the Top 3 teams received development
grants of up to INR 5 lakh to take their solutions
beyond the beta stage, and from local to global
markets. In addition, under the T-GlobalAccess
soft landing and market access program, two
members from each team were given the
opportunity to travel to the United States for
about a fortnight for GTM support from experts in
Silicon Valley. At the end of the GTM, the winning
team that is selected will be eligible to receive a
grant of up to INR 20 lakh.
For the Top 10 teams, the mind-to-market
journey that the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital
India Challenge 2.0 has taken them on has been
exhilarating. With robust and stable products
based on Intel® architecture in hand, they can
now significantly scale up their solutions towards
the building of a Digital India. In the chapters
that follow, you can read about these brilliant
innovators and their technology solutions in fields
as diverse as agriculture, environmental pollution,
preventive healthcare, smart cities, transportation
and waste management.

TOP

SHOWCASE

Read about the Top 10 teams of
the Intel & DST – Innovate for
Digital India Challenge 2.0 and
their innovations.
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FALL DETECTION GETS A
WEARABLE EDGE

DART

A wearable device that detects and predicts
falls and other health issues in the elderly,
alerting caregivers to take remedial action

AllizHealth
Chinmoy Mishra, Rasmi Mishra, Abhishek Verma
and Gopikrishna Gunda
21

DART

When we hear of a person falling down, it may not sound like something
catastrophic. The reality, however, is that falls—and resultant injuries—are
major public health problems that often require medical attention, and
can even be fatal at times. Falls are responsible for mild to severe injuries
that range from bruises or lacerations to wrist or hip fractures, and even
traumatic brain injuries. Significant injuries occur in up to 15 percent of
falls. Falls are, in fact, the main risk factor for fractures, even more so than
decreased bone mineral density or osteoporosis¹.
The frequency of falls increases with age and frailty levels. Globally, it is
estimated that 30 percent of people older than age 65 will likely fall at
least once a year, and the figure goes up to 50 percent for those over 85.
Falls account for half of all injury-related hospitalizations among people
aged 65 years and older². What's more, they are the cause of more than
20 percent of injury-related deaths among older adults. Even without
fatal consequences, fall-related injuries can cause older persons to be
bed bound for months and years on end. In addition, falls may result in a
post-fall syndrome that includes dependence, loss of autonomy, confusion,
immobilization and depression.
For Chinmoy Mishra and his older sister Rasmi, the tragic consequences that
a fall can entail hit home hard when their grandfather passed away after a
fall in the bathroom one night. They came to know about it only the next
day, and by then, it was too late to do anything. Chinmoy and Rasmi had
co-founded a successful healthcare startup, and they decided to bring their
expertise to find a way in which falls could be detected immediately—or
even predicted in advance—so that appropriate measures could be taken.
Rasmi and Chinmoy are both products of the National Institute of
Technology, Rourkela. Rasmi completed her PhD from there in 1998, and,
after a two-year stint as a lecturer, she worked with various IT companies in
¹World Report on Ageing and Health, World Health Organisation, 2015. p 64. http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/186463/1/
9789240694811_eng.pdf?ua=1
²CWHO Global Report on Falls Prevention in Older Age, World Health Organisation, 2007. pp 1-2. http://www.who.int/ageing/
publications/ Falls_prevention7March.pdf
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India over the next decade and a half. Meanwhile, Chinmoy graduated with
a BTech in Computer Science Engineering in 2001, and joined an Indian IT
major; he was posted to Philadelphia, where he worked as an analyst and
project leader on a Fortune 50 healthcare client till 2006. Chinmoy then
decided to broaden his horizons and joined the MBA program at Babson
College in Boston. On completing the course in 2008, he worked for four
years with the Boston office of an Indian healthcare company, first in
business development and then as Director, Sales and Marketing.

Showing the Way in Preventive Healthcare
In 2012, Chinmoy came back to India, keen to start a business of his own.
Leveraging their background in IT and healthcare, he and Rasmi joined
hands with Gaurav Vij and Dhairya Gupta to start AllizHealth, a preventive
healthcare company that aims to use technology to simplify the process
of storing, accessing, and sharing health data, and to build intelligent
systems that use that data to identify patterns and predict health issues.
Gaurav is a BTech in Information Technology from Guru Gobind Singh
Indraprastha University, with more than 10 years’ experience in technology
architecture, while Dhairya, a BE in Electrical Engineering from Delhi College
of Engineering, had been Chinmoy’s classmate at Babson.

DRUGS &
SUPPLEMENTS

DISEASES &
CONDITIONS

SYMPTOMS

TESTS &
PROCEDURES

AllizHealth started operations in Bengaluru, with the initial focus being on
schools; each child’s health and immunization history was monitored, and
digitized records provided insights to school managements and parents.
AllizHealth tied up with the schools’ existing vendors to do check ups;
some of these vendor partners suggested that they should provide similar
services to health insurance companies, corporates and hospitals. Finding
that this market held far more potential and was easier to tap, AllizHealth
pivoted their business away from the school segment. They also shifted
their base of operations from Bengaluru; Rasmi and Gaurav moved to Pune,
while Chinmoy and Dhairya set up base in New Delhi.
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Today, AllizHealth have over 6 lakh users on board. Analysis of the
data from these users showed that there were three healthcare areas
that they were most concerned about - mental health, women’s health
(specifically menstruation and menopause management), and geriatric
care. With the experience of their grandfather’s demise fresh in their
minds, Chinmoy and Rasmi decided to focus on geriatric care.

DART Takes Shape
When AllizHealth entered the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India
Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”), their idea for a wearable fall detection
device was still in a very nascent form. They had decided on using
a microcontroller with accelerometer and gyroscope to detect falls,
but were still grappling with finding the right technology solution
that would help them do this. Being selected to the Top 10 and
participating in the NanoAccelerator™ provided them with just the
boost they needed. “Intel helped us match our business requirement
to the apt technology, and we found that the Intel® Curie™ module fits
right into our needs. With their support, we were able to speed up our
work from ideation to a working prototype,” says a grateful Chinmoy.
AllizHealth developed their prototype using the Genuino 101* board,
which features the Intel® Curie™ module. The module has a 6-axis
accelerometer/gyroscope, as well as Bluetooth* Low Energy for easy
data transfer. What’s more, its small form factor makes it ideal for a
wearable device.
The NanoAccelerator™ helped Chinmoy and his team in areas other
than technology, too. Interaction with industry experts and mentors
helped them understand customer requirements and market
dynamics, as well as the importance of adopting a customer centric
rather than a product-centric approach. They realized that wearable
devices for fall detection constituted a USD 600 million market
worldwide, and available products included some from globally
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renowned companies. Market research showed that some of
these—or their replicas—were available in India, but that they had
failed to make a mark because they were priced too high, and were
not suited to prevalent social and technological constraints.
AllizHealth’s answer was DART (short for Detect and Alert), a
lightweight device with a trendy design that can be worn like a
wristwatch. As it is SMS/GSM based, and not dependent on Wi-Fi*
or Bluetooth connectivity, DART is practical in the Indian context for
both indoor and outdoor use. AllizHealth is confident that they can
offer DART for a one-time fee that is well under the annual fee that
competitors charge. DART’s fall detection algorithm is self-learning,
and with the availability of more data over time, its predictions will
become progressively more accurate.
Apart from automatically sending an alert if the user were to fall,
DART helps the elderly in other ways, too. It monitors the pulse
and blood pressure to predict cardiac and hypertension risk, and
it has a small display for reminders on when they should take their
medicines and other notifications. Currently AllizHealth is targeting
customers who live in India’s largest cities. However, over time, they
will progressively roll out DART to smaller towns across the country,
and will also target consumers in the Asia-Pacific region and the
AsiaMiddle East region.
The Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0 has been
an unforgettable experience for Chinmoy. “It was good to see so
many people with wonderful ideas in various sectors, determined
to contribute to India’s growth story and make a positive impact,”
he recalls, and is delighted that AllizHealth is facilitating the
government’s Digital India vision of empowering citizens through
digital transformation and steering innovation towards solving
India’s problems.
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TAKING THE WASTAGE
OUT OF WASTE

BANYAN NATION

An end-to-end smart waste management
solution built around data, IoT and analytics
that helps cities manage their waste and waste
management resources efficiently

Banyan Sustainable Waste Management Pvt. Ltd.
Mani Vajipey and Raj Madangopal
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BANYAN NATION

Being called “Garbage Guy” is something that would offend just about
anybody. But, far from being revolted by the epithet, Mani Vajipey revels
in it. Garbage and waste management has been a passion for Mani ever
since he came under the influence of his professor Ron Gonen while he was
doing his dual MBA at Columbia Business School ("CBS") and University of
California, Berkeley ("UCB"). Mani is a BTech from the National Institute of
Technology, Warangal, who went on to do his MS in Electrical and Computer
Engineering from the University of Delaware before taking up a job in a
leading technology firm. Corporate life left him feeling unfulfilled. As he
says, “Building the next better mobile phone wasn’t cutting it; I wanted to
solve big, real problems.”
In 2009, he took a sabbatical and travelled extensively all over India. The
experience strengthened his resolve to tackle real problems. Back at work,
and wondering what to do next, Mani was advised by his boss to take a
break and do an MBA, which would give him a holistic perspective and
equip him with the skills to achieve his dream. That led Mani to the dual
MBA program at CBS and UCB in 2011, and to Ron Gonen. Ron is a waste
management visionary and a recipient of a number of environmental and
business awards, including being recognized as a 'Champion of the Earth'
by the United Nations Environment Program. Before he became a professor
at CBS, he had been responsible for New York City’s recycling programs as
Deputy Commissioner; and, prior to that, he had co-founded and headed
Recyclebank*, an innovative rewards-based recycling program that had got
a million households in 50 US cities involved in making their communities
cleaner and greener.
His interactions with Ron fired Mani’s imagination and convinced him that
he had found his vocation. Ron helped Mani connect with city leaders in
New York and San Francisco, and understand how developed cities manage
their waste. The idea of adapting these methods to manage the mountains
of waste in India took shape. Encouraged by Ron, Mani took the plunge—
and Banyan Nation was born, incubated in the Entrepreneurial Greenhouse
Program at CBS.
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At around the same time, Raj Madangopal, who had been Mani’s
roommate in Delaware, was looking for a career change. With a BS in
Mechanical Engineering from Visvesvaraya Technological University,
and an MS in the same field from Delaware, Raj had been working with a
Seattle-based mobile data and solutions provider. Over the years, he had
become disillusioned with his work and, in 2012, he contacted his old
friend, Mani. Raj recalls, “We started talking about Banyan Nation… and
have never stopped!”

Taking the First Steps
In 2013, Mani and Raj moved back to India and, in July, they started
Banyan Sustainable Waste Management Pvt. Ltd., in Hyderabad, with the
vision of bringing in scientific rigour, innovation and sustainable practices
to the management of municipal solid waste ("MSW"). Things looked great
when, in August 2013, they qualified for the technical and commercial
bid in a tender for handling 100 tonnes of waste per day for the city of
Rourkela. However, the tender was indefinitely postponed. It was a shell
shock for the new entrepreneurs, as they realized the pitfalls in building a
sustainable business.
Changing tack, they decided that, instead of working through the
government, they would focus on the informal waste collection sector,
which plays such a critical role in India. In early 2014, with encouragement
and funding from family and friends, Banyan developed an innovative
mobile technology platform that integrated waste handlers in the
informal sector to recover and recycle dry waste. They mapped 1,500
kabadiwalas in the city of Hyderabad, and identified the most progressive
of them to partner with. In April, they set up a recycling plant, and by the
end of the month, they were processing four tonnes of waste every day.
Very soon, Mani and Raj realized the value of focusing on plastics, as
the paper and metal recycling ecosystems were already well organized.

SCHEDULED PICKUP

EARTH CREDITS

TRUCK ROUTING

WASTE ANALYTICS

MOBILE COLLECTION
DEPOTS

MATERIALS
RECOVERY
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They reached out to KW Plastics*, the largest recycler of plastics in North
America, and spectrometric analysis of the samples extracted from the
waste they had collected in Hyderabad helped Banyan get a comprehensive
understanding of the materials they were dealing with. Leveraging cutting
edge polymer engineering, they developed Better Plastic granules; made
from recycled plastic; these rival virgin plastic in quality and price. Banyan set
up a full-fledged plant in Patancheru, and in late 2015, they started selling
their granules on the market. Customer response to the quality has been
consistently excellent.

A Holistic Solution to Urban
Waste Management
Meanwhile, the urban waste management scenario in India was undergoing a
sea change. The central government’s Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and Smart Cities
Mission had identified solid waste management as a priority area and allocated
large amounts of funds for the purpose, and the new thinking was percolating
down to state and local government levels. Mani and Raj were happy - even
when they had shifted focus to the informal waste collection sector, they were
acutely aware that, in the long run, India’s MSW problems could only be solved
with government involvement, and now the time was ripe for them to get back
in the game.
Typically, MSW systems in India consist of workers who collect waste from
households, businesses, and street corner bins, and haul them for processing
or disposal to compost yards, Dry Resource Collection Centres (DRCCs) and
landfills. These systems generate a lot of diverse, disconnected, and mostly
offline data that are not amenable to analysis for improving operational
efficiency or reducing costs. Problems are attended to reactively, not
proactively. Conversely, Banyan's Smart Waste Management Platform uses
biometric attendance devices, bin sensors, GPS truck routers, toolkits for
managing DRCCs and landfills, and backend visualization and analytic engines
to allow cities to manage their waste and recycling operations optimally. With
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a 360° approach to waste management, it allows administrators to not
only get a bird's eye view of the city’s waste management operations,
but also gain valuable insights into inefficiencies and bottlenecks. Over
time, the analytics engine can predict such issues beforehand, and alert
administrators to take pre-emptive action.

On the Road to Success
When they joined the NanoAccelerator™ as part of the chosen Top
10 teams of Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0
(“Challenge”), Mani and Raj felt right at home. The mentorship they
received during the Accelerator Phase helped them refine their value
proposition. The technical inputs and feedback they received from Intel
trained engineers helped them evolve their concept into a robust, stable,
and scalable product using Intel® architecture. “It was a great platform for
us to advance all the technology that we have built and integrate a lot of
hardware into it,” says Raj.
To track worker attendance, Banyan has leveraged the Intel Atom®
processor based Janunnati Pad*, a touch enabled mobile device that
allows Aadhaar-based biometric authentication; while, for the bin
sensors, the team is using the Intel® Edison development platform, with
its Bluetooth Low Energy* and Wi-Fi* capabilities, and ultrasonic sensors.
Banyan’s prototype is currently being tested in Warangal. Its modular
design and the fact that it plugs into existing MSW systems makes
it affordable, as well as customizable to the differing needs of
municipalities and third-party system integrators developing smart city
solutions. To Mani and Raj, the possibilities are endless, and exciting. For
instance, towns situated within 100 km of one another could join hands
and deploy their solution, leading not only to significant economies
through sharing of resources, but the generation of data that could
throw up patterns around waste flows, material recovery, and resource
recovery, thereby helping the government create the right infrastructure
for a Swachh Bharat.
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ENABLING A WEED-FREE
ENVIRONMENT

E-DEWEEDER

A smart, sensor-based machine that
identifies weeds and kills them, using
visual algorithms

Chitkara University Research & Innovation Network
Nitin Saluja and Chanpreet Singh
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E-DEWEEDER

India’s population is growing, and in a few years’ time, India is projected
to become the most populous country in the world, overtaking China¹.
Every year, India’s population increases by 1.6 crore²—so there are that
many more mouths to feed, and food availability has to keep pace with this
growth. That’s a tall order, and while foodgrain production grew from 19.8
crore tonnes in 2004-05 to 25.9 crore tonnes in 2011-12, it has been quite
stagnant since then.
A big hurdle to foodgrain availability is the loss in crop yields, and the
general belief is that insects and diseases are the major causes of yield
losses. But, as the Food and Agriculture Organisation ("FAO") notes³, that is
because their effects are more dramatic. The biggest culprits, however, are
weeds. According to the FAO report, weeds caused approximately
USD 95 billion a year in lost food production at the global level, compared
with USD 85 billion for pathogens, USD 46 billion for insects and
USD 2.4 billion for non-human vertebrates. Out of the USD 95 billion,
almost 75 percent is estimated to be lost in developing countries. In India,
it is estimated that weeds are responsible for 45 percent of yield losses; in
monetary terms, it adds up to an astronomical INR 30,000 crore⁴.
Dr. Nitin Saluja hails from an agricultural family of Khuian Nepalpur village
in Haryana’s Sirsa district and has firsthand knowledge of the weed menace.
He explains how weeds compete with the main crop for space, water,
light and nutrients, affecting crop yields, and how methods that farmers
currently use to combat the problem are not ideal. “Traditionally,
de-weeding was done by hand, but it takes 370 person hours to clean up
one hectare”, he says. He continues, “Although chemical herbicides have
played a path-breaking role in the last decade, plants have developed
herbicide resistance and chemical herbicides also cause damage to the
environment and human and animal health.”
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¹India 'to overtake China's population by 2022' – UN, BBC.com, July 30, 2015. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-33720723
²Countries in the world by population (2017), http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/population-by-country/
³The lurking menace of weeds, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, August 11, 2009. http://www.fao.org/news/
story/en/item/29402/icode/
⁴Maximum yield loss due to weeds, The Hindu, December 8, 2010. http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/
ldquoMaximum-yield-loss-due-to-weedsrdquo/article15584922.ece

In 2014, Nitin, who is a PhD in Electronics Engineering from Thapar
University, had joined Chitkara University Research & Innovation
Network ("CURIN"), which focuses on innovations for local needs, as a
founder member. At CURIN, where he is Assistant Director ("Research"),
Nitin discovered the innovator in him under the guidance of Dr Archana
Mantri, Pro Vice Chancellor of Chitkara University; and today, has
multiple patents to his name.

The Going Gets Too Hot for Weeds
Nitin decided to bring his engineering and innovative prowess to
bear on the problem of eliminating weeds safely, efficiently, and
economically. He took his cue from hyperthermia, a type of cancer
treatment in which high temperatures are used to kill cancer cells with
minimal injury to the normal tissues surrounding them. He decided
to use the same concept and develop a device that would be able to
selectively kill weeds through high heat. The result was E-DeWeeder, a
machine that identifies weeds and destroys those using microwaves.
As the fully-automatic E-DeWeeder traverses the field, a camera
mounted at its front end records the plants that pass underneath.
Visual algorithms match the captured images against a database to
determine whether the plant is part of the main crop or a weed. If the
plant is identified as a weed, targeted microwave radiation is directed at
the weed, without affecting any of the plants around it. The microwaves
destroy the weed’s xylem, depriving it of water and causing irreversible
cell death. The weed also becomes infertile, and hence cannot
propagate. If the camera captures a plant that is not on the database,
Nitin networks with researchers to identify what it is, and then checks
with food and fodder companies to find out if it is of any use.
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Intel® RealSense™ Makes a Difference
If the supportive ecosystem at CURIN helped Nitin conceptualize
E-DeWeeder and develop its first prototype, it was the Accelerator
Phase of Intel & DST - Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0
(“Challenge”) that helped to get the product market-ready. When
Nitin was selected to the Top 10 of the Challenge, he came to
Hyderabad for the NanoAccelerator™ with Chanpreet Singh, who
is doing his M.Tech at Chitkara University and is the Project Lead
looking after the manufacturing process for E-DeWeeder. At
that time, their prototype had issues with speed, performance
and accuracy. Under the guidance of Intel trained engineers,
they explored the capabilities of the Intel® RealSense™ Robotic
Development Kit, and found it fast and reliable. The Kit is a bundle
that features a credit card-sized AAEON* UP board and an Intel®
RealSense™ camera (R200); by incorporating it into E-DeWeeder,
Nitin and Chanpreet had a digitized machine that could sense
weeds, run visual algorithms, and identify them in real time. What’s
more, Intel® RealSense™ technology also helped in the navigation of
the unmanned vehicle.
The NanoAccelerator™ helped shape E-DeWeeder in other ways, too.
Mentors helped with the product design and assisted in developing
a sales and marketing plan for the product. Market access in rural
areas—that, too, for a technology solution—has its own challenges,
and the suggestions Nitin received were invaluable. As the machine
and a charging station are likely to cost in the region of INR 1.9 lakh,
Nitin realized that only large farmers who own 50 hectares or more
would be able to afford it for their own use. For small and medium
farmers, he conceived a service model, where the service provider
purchases the machine and rents it out at around INR 700 a hectare.
As each machine can cover approximately 650 hectares a year, Nitin
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expects that the service provider will start making a profit from the
second year, and net around INR 1.5 lakh per machine every year
thereafter.
Nitin has decided that he will launch E-DeWeeder in India in phases,
with four states in North India being targeted in the first phase of
two years, before a gradual roll out to the rest of the country. He
is also looking at the potential for exports—something he had not
considered at all before he came to
the Challenge.
For the farmer, E-DeWeeder is a winner all the way. It is completely
chemical free, making it safe for him, his family, his land, his water
sources, and his livestock; it does not damage the main crop; and, at
INR 700 a hectare, it would work out to just about a fifth of the cost
of using herbicides. At the same time, with weeds being controlled,
their yields are likely to rise, leading to higher incomes.
Nitin is thrilled that not only has he been able to give back to his
agrarian roots with E-DeWeeder, he has also been able to play a role
in helping farmers across the country by delivering the benefits of a
Digital India.
Stabilized sensor
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RF source
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A CLEAN RIDE
TO THE FUTURE

LIMITLESS

A versatile electric-enhanced bicycle for effortless
commuting, with easy-to-control power and an easily
rechargeable, removable battery

Gayam Motor Works Pvt. Ltd.
Raja Gayam, Rahul Gayam and Sri Harsha B
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LIMITLESS

Imagine gliding through city traffic, without getting stuck in traffic jams or
having to wait interminably at traffic lights, and imagine doing so with little
or no effort on your part. Sound like a dream? Not any longer, because that’s
what you can do with the LIMITLESS electric bicycle from Gayam Motor
Works ("GMW").
LIMITLESS is the latest addition to GMW’s portfolio of electric vehicles.
GMW was founded in 2010 by siblings Raja and Rahul Gayam, whose family
had been in the business of building bus bodies for more than 20 years. Raja
joined the family business after obtaining his BTech in Computer Science
from the Indian Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad ("IIIT-H")
and completing his MS in Distributed Systems and IoT from University
College London in 2009. Rahul completed his MSc in Physics from the
University of Hyderabad, after which he worked with a large Miami-based
distributor of solar panels and other renewable energy products, before
coming fully on board at GMW in 2012.
Initially, GMW’s focus was on manufacturing petrol and compressed natural
gas (CNG) powered auto-rickshaws, which they exported to more than
15 countries in Asia and Africa. Finding a great deal of interest in electric
vehicles (EVs) in South East Asia, and buoyed by Rahul’s exposure to a
leading manufacturer of EVs, they started work on building an electric autorickshaw that would offer an environment friendly, non-polluting alternative
to fossil fuel based vehicles. It would also help cut down on India’s
petroleum imports, which tallied USD 80 billion in 2016-17¹.
After a year and a half of research, they launched their first electric
three-wheeler in 2012, with passenger and cargo versions. It used a
lead-acid battery; apart from getting recharged in the normal manner, it
was also solar-chargeable. Later, GMW developed SmartAuto, India’s first

¹India’s petroleum import bill rose 9 per cent last fiscal, import dependency of crude rises to 82 percent, ET Energyworld, April 26,
2017. http://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/oil-and-gas/-indias-petroleum-import-bill-rose-9-per-cent-last-fiscalimport-dependency-of-crude-rises-to-82-percent/58380805
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first electric passenger auto-rickshaw powered by Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
batteries; this, too, was solar-chargeable and had a cargo version as well.
In 2016, they launched a four-wheeled version in Bangladesh.

A Smart Way to Fulfil a Need
One problem that GMW faced was the lack of a network of charging
stations; this made the use of EVs as a means of commuting difficult.
However, when it came to cargo, there was a need from logistics
companies for transport across shorter, more predictable routes,
and GMW decided to focus on this segment for SmartAuto. In the
process of doing trial runs for some leading Indian companies in this
segment, Raja and Rahul realized that these prospects also had a need
for two-wheelers for their last mile deliveries. They hit upon the idea
of an electric-enhanced bicycle, which could operate in fully electric,
pedal-assisted or manual modes.
This would not only cater to the needs of logistics companies, but also
offer many advantages to individuals, who could use it for commuting,
leisure or exercise. They could switch to electric power when they were
riding long distances, winding their way through heavy traffic, or going
up slopes, and use it like a normal bicycle when they needed exercise.
What’s more, an electric bicycle would help to circumvent a challenge
that GMW faced in selling EVs in India - the state-to-state variations in
regulations.

ECO-FRIENDLY

COMFORTABLE

ELEGANT

It took GMW about six months to design the prototype and manufacture
their first electric bicycle, LIMITLESS. The first variant, LIMITLESS Spirit,
was launched in late 2016, and featured a brushed aluminum body with
a Li-Ion battery pack that gives up to 30 km on a single charge. A 250W
continuous hub motor, located on the rear wheel, allows the bike to go
from 0-25 kmph in 11 seconds. It was pitched to logistics companies
as an alternative to motorcycles and scooters for last-mile deliveries.
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The response was very positive, and they soon shipped their first order of
electric bicycles to a global online meal ordering and delivery platform,
which uses them in Singapore, Hong Kong, and San Francisco.
For the urban commuter, GMW came up with a more powerful variant,
LIMITLESS Torque. It has high-end torque of up to 80 nm with a 250W
mid-drive motor, and a twist to the “power-on-demand” propulsion
throttle helps it reach up to 0-25 kmph in five seconds. Here, the
Li-Ion battery pack gives up to 60 km on a single charge. A big advantage
that LIMITLESS offers is that, unlike other EVs, there is no need to find a
charging station to recharge the battery. The compact battery pack clips
on to the downtube of the bicycle, and can be easily detached and taken
to the user’s home or office desk, where it can be plugged into any regular
power socket to be recharged. Given all these benefits, LIMITLESS bicycles
are reasonably priced at the time of writing this piece at INR 28,000 for the
Spirit variant, and INR 45,000 for the Torque.

Getting It Right
For Raja and Rahul, selection to the Top 10 of the Intel & DST – Innovate for
Digital India Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”) provided just the right boost at the
right time. GMW’s Chief Operating Officer, Sri Krishna B, represented the
company at the NanoAccelerator™. Like Raja, Sri Krishna is also a BTech in
Computer Science from IIIT-H, with an entrepreneurial bent of mind; prior
to joining GMW in January 2016, he had co-founded and headed a startup
for three years.
The sessions at the NanoAccelerator™ were highly interactive, and GMW
gained a great deal as they better understood the nuances of their
innovation. With help from mentors who connected them with corporates,
logistics companies, and other partners, they redefined their strategies and
fine-tuned their business roadmap. Now, GMW views any country where
two wheelers are used for food and last-mile deliveries as their target
market.
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GMW also discovered how Intel® architecture could help them
add important features to LIMITLESS. Leveraging the six-axis
accelerometer/gyroscope and the Bluetooth* Low Energy capabilities
of the Genuino* 101 board, which incorporates the Intel® Curie™
module, and using the Intel® XDK software development kit, they have
now connected LIMITLESS bicycles with SmartLock systems that not
only enable remote location tracking, but also help in analyzing battery
health and optimizing delivery routes. All this was made possible while
keeping costs down, which is very important in a price sensitive market
like India.

A Larger Vision
For the Gayam brothers, EVs are much more than a business. Their goal
is to be game changers in curtailing pollution, which is one of the most
serious problems facing India today. A 2015 study done in Delhi by the
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, showed that vehicular pollution
contributed 20% to the PM2.5 load²; and with the number of vehicles
in India growing at a compound rate of more than 10% a year³—which
means that the 2015 vehicle population of 21 crores⁴ will more than
quadruple to 90 crores by 2030—the outlook is indeed dire.
GMW looks forward to doing their bit in correcting this bleak scenario.
As a first step, they will focus on replacing motorcycles and scooters
that use petrol with their electric bicycles across the nation. Meanwhile,
with the central government having declared its intention to ensure
that most, if not all, vehicles in India run on battery power by 2030,
they look forward to regulatory bottlenecks being eased, so that their
electric auto-rickshaws can play their part in attaining that goal.

²Vehicular pollution: What is BS and why should you care?, The Hindustan Times, May 11, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/
india-news/vehicular-pollution-what-is-bs-and-why-should-you-care/story-c6Ruvhni2GYEuKowpqaQsJ.html. PM2.5 is particulate
matter smaller than 2.5 microns, the most dangerous kind.
³https://data.gov.in/resources/total-number-registered-motor-vehicles-india-during-1951-2013/download
⁴https://data.gov.in/resources/stateut-wise-registered-motor-vehicles-1000-population-during-2013-14-and-2014-15/download
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CHILD HEALTH
GETS A DIGITAL SHIELD

INICU & ICHR

A comprehensive healthcare solution that
enables continuous and personalized child
health monitoring from birth to adolescence

iNICU Medical Pvt. Ltd.
Harpreet Singh, Ravneet Kaur, Kabita Dash and
Sanoob Husain
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INICU & ICHRC

Life was great for Harpreet Singh and his spouse, Ravneet Kaur; having
returned to India from the USA, they started a business venture which was
thriving; and built their own house in Delhi. They were looking forward to
the joys of parenthood. Then tragedy struck. Ravneet gave birth to twins
in the 26th week of her pregnancy—extremely preterm, as per the World
Health Organization ("WHO") definition¹—and one of them succumbed to
sepsis. According to WHO, the odds for survival of extremely preterm babies
in low income countries are less than one in ten, but fortunately for
Harpreet and Ravneet, the other baby survived, albeit with a suppressed
immune system.
The unfortunate turn of events saw the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
("NICU") become Harpreet’s base for 10 weeks, as he slept, ate and worked
there. While he was in the NICU, he was constantly observing everything
around him. Harpreet noticed there was a lot of patient data from various
devices and instruments that needed to be kept track of. This was being
done manually at regular intervals by the nurses, who also needed to
do quite a bit of calculation and paperwork. Hence, the amount of time
that the nurses could spend caring for the highly vulnerable babies in the
NICU—their primary task—was severely curtailed. What’s more, given the
conflicting calls on their time, the nurses were operating under stress levels
that increased the likelihood of human error in recording critical data. There
was also the danger that aberrations in critical parameters that occurred
between the readings that the nurses took could be missed.
The situation was crying out for a solution—and with their experience in
cloud computing, big data and analytics, Ravneet and Harpreet were ideally
placed to find one. Harpreet hails from a business family in Delhi, but he
decided to follow in his brother’s footsteps and become an engineer. He
graduated in Electronics from the Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra, in
2001, and, after working for a couple of years with companies in India,
he headed to the University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW-Madison), for his
¹World Health Organisation, Preterm Birth: Fact Sheet. http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs363/en/
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Masters in Biomedical Engineering. At UW-Madison, Harpreet worked
with Dr Giulio Tononi—“the most intelligent guy I’ve ever come across”,
he says—as a research assistant, and he credits that experience as one
that made a big difference to his life.
After completing his Masters, Harpreet worked in San Diego for two years,
focusing on data analytics. During his stint there, he married Ravneet. In
2006, they decided to return to India. Back home, Ravneet, who is an MCA
from Guru Nanak Dev University, and Harpreet started Oxyent, which
was incorporated in April 2007. Their first product, Net Scope, a brain
monitoring solution developed in collaboration with
UW-Madison, was a big success. Net Scope was bought by a large
US-based competitor, who proceeded to terminate it—so while they
benefited financially on the deal, Harpreet and Ravneet were not satisfied.
They decided to focus on India, and successfully developed a digital
histopathology solution that could perform 500 analyses at a time for an
Indian pharmaceutical major on a BOT model.

Real Time, Accurate Data that can
Save Lives

SIMPLE

EFFICIENT

EFFECTIVE

FLEXIBLE

With these successes, Harpreet was confident, as he sat in the NICU
after his traumatic experience, that he could find a way to ensure that
the babies could get the full benefit of all the state-of-the-art medical
equipment around them. He was even more determined in his quest
when he became aware of how critical the problems of neonatal
mortality, and short- and long-term morbidity and disability in later life
due to preterm births, are in the Indian context. Out of 27 million babies
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The Accelerator Phase
helped us in identifying
solutions to different
problems faced by
startups. Learning about
Intel® architecture,
product designing, and
the value proposition
of our product polished
our business and
entrepreneurial skills.

born in the country every year, 3.5 million are premature. Preterm
birth is the world’s number one cause of newborn deaths, and the
second leading cause of all child deaths under five². This made
Harpreet realize that it wasn’t enough to ensure that the babies in
the NICU survived, it was equally important to monitor their health
and growth once they left, at least till the age of five.
Therefore, Harpreet and his team decided to design a complete
child healthcare solution that leverages IoT, artificial intelligence and
predictive analytics to provide an interface for doctors and parents
to monitor the health of the baby from birth to adolescence. There
are two components to the solution: iNICU and iCHR. The solution
was incubated under Oxyent* to start with, but was spun off as a
separate company, iNICU Medical, in July 2016.
iNICU is an integrated platform that automatically captures
real-time clinical data from connected devices in the NICU, as
well as laboratory results and bedside clinical observations, and
analyzes them in medically significant and user-definable formats
to help doctors and caregivers make appropriate decisions quickly.
iNICU data is extended into the integrated Child Health Record
("iCHR") application, which records and monitors the immunization
schedule, health, growth, and developmental profile of the child
from birth to the age of 18 years. Given the circumstances that led
to the development of the solution, Harpreet and Ravneet want to
price it so that it is affordable to as wide a spectrum of the country’s
population as possible.

– Harpreet Singh

²National Health Portal India, Preterm Birth. https://www.nhp.gov.in/disease/reproductive-system/female-gynaecologicaldiseases-/preterm-birth
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Learning from the Experts
Once they qualified as among the Top 10 in Intel & DST – Innovate for
Digital India Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”), Harpreet was joined by
Product Manager Kabita Dash and IoT Engineer Sanoob Husain at the
NanoAccelerator™ in Hyderabad. Calling the Challenge “one of the best
learning platforms for us”, Harpreet expounds; “The Accelerator Phase
helped us in identifying solutions to different problems faced by startups.
Learning about Intel® architecture, product designing, and the value
proposition of our product polished our business and entrepreneurial
skills.” Of particular help to Harpreet and his team, who considered
themselves weak in marketing, were the sessions on branding, sales, and
building better communication strategies.
During the NanoAccelerator™, iNICU switched to the Intel® Edison compute
module to improve the processing capabilities of their solution, and also
started using Intel Atom® processor based tablets. The Intel® Edison board,
with its Bluetooth Low Energy* and Wi-Fi* capabilities, collects data from
ventilators, monitors and other devices and sends them to the cloud. This
helps doctors and nurses monitor real-time data on demand, while parents,
too, can check on their child’s health through a mobile app. Going ahead,
the iNICU team intend to use an IoT gateway that incorporates the Intel®
Quark™ processor.
Currently, iNICU have 27,000 babies registered on their platform, and are
adding 5,000 babies every month. Overall, they have the data of close
to 70,000 children on their network. Looking ahead, Harpreet sees iNICU
working closely with the government’s public health initiatives to increase
the reach of their solution, while also focusing on helping government
bodies train neonatal staff to get them acquainted with technology and how
to use their platform. They are already working with two state governments,
and desire to subsidize their technology to a level that it becomes INR 1 per
baby for the government.
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TOWARDS A CONNECTED WORLD

IOTREK

A platform that uses LoRa*, a long range, low
power wireless technology, to transform cities into
connected Internet of Things ("IoT") ecosystems that
feature smarter, more efficient operations

IoTrek Technology Pvt. Ltd.
Piyush Vishwakarma, Kamran Alam and Prerak Ujgare
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IOTREK

Piyush Vishwakarma’s memories of his childhood in Champaran are mixed.
On the one hand, he remembers the frustration of frequent breakdowns
in power and water supply—including one occasion when they had no
electricity for six months! On the other, he recalls how his father, a bank
employee, was a do-it-yourself ("DIY") buff constantly working with
electricals and electronics, and inspired Piyush’s interest in these fields at a
very young age.
Years later, when Piyush was a BTech student at the Indian Institute of
Technology in Roorkee ("IIT Roorkee"), these childhood memories influenced
him. While most of his peers were focused on getting jobs with large
corporates, Piyush was driven by a desire to use his electronics engineering
knowledge and skills to develop solutions for problems that society faced.
He found kindred spirits in his classmates, Kamran Alam and Prerak Ujgare.
The trio felt that joining big companies was not what they wanted to do, as
it would provide them with only a limited view of the impact their work had.
However, their middle class backgrounds—Kamran’s father is an irrigation
engineer in Gorakhpur, while Prerak’s father is a doctor in Aurangabad—
made them diffident about starting their own venture. So when they
graduated from IIT Roorkee in 2015, Piyush and Kamran took up jobs, the
former with a startup, and the latter as an engineering trainee at an Indian
technology company. A year at work helped dispel their insecurities about
becoming entrepreneurs; they became confident in their own abilities,
and were certain that they would not have a problem getting jobs should
things not pan out with their business venture. They took a leap of faith and
started IoTrek along with Prerak, who had graduated by that time.
Kamran’s experience got them interested in Low Power Wide Area Networks
("LPWAN"), which are fast becoming the backbone of the Internet of Things
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("IoT"). Using LoRa* technology, the network will allow millions of
Things, or connected devices such as smart meters, to talk to each
other wirelessly¹.

A Powerful New Technology
Today’s IoT networks, using technologies such as GSM or Wi-Fi, are
limited by high power consumption, short range (a few hundred metres
at best), high costs, and lack of security. On the other hand, the LoRa
signal is extremely strong; it has a range of 15 km, and can cut through
up to seven walls inside buildings, or up to 50 m underground or in
deep water². LoRa also offers long battery life of 5 to 10 years, an
inherently secure protocol with three levels of 128-bit encryption, and
bi-directional communication using the unlicensed radio spectrum
available in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical ("ISM") band. What’s
more, it costs just about a tenth of what current technologies do.
Kamran explains, “GSM is designed for humans to communicate, while
LoRa is suited to IoT.”
LoRa’s unique characteristics make it suitable to locations like metro
stations and dense building complexes where other communication
technologies do not work well, and also in applications like monitoring
the efficiency of electricity and communications grids, leakages in oil
pipelines, or remote metering of utilities.
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Enthused by the promise of LoRa, and with the firm belief that IoT will
be a major driver of the world in the future, IoTrek’s founders decided
that they would work aggressively to deploy a full stack of IoT solutions

¹Tata Communications building world’s largest IoT network in India, The Hindu BusinessLine, November 3, 2015. http://www.
thehindubusinessline.com/info-tech/tata-communications-building-worlds-largest-iot-network-in-india/article7836803.ece
²Ibid.
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We want to find simple
solutions for the
fundamental problems
faced by mankind,
and to save the critical
resources of the earth.
We are doing this by
creating a new world of
connected objects,
people, processes and
organizations.
– Piyush Vishwakarma

based on LPWAN technology. The infrastructure, consisting of
a dedicated IoT network, smart sensors, and an analytics panel,
would help to obtain real actionable insights to tackle any problem.
Expanding on their vision, Piyush says, “We want to find simple
solutions for the fundamental problems faced by mankind, and
to save the critical resources of the earth. We are doing this by
creating a new world of connected objects, people, processes and
organizations.” As a case in point, he refers to inefficiencies in the
power sector. Power theft costs India USD 23.2 billion a year³,
and smart grid infrastructure, with sensors that permit remote
monitoring of when and where losses occur, can help resolve this
problem.

Building a Strong Foundation
IoTrek entered the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge
2.0 (“Challenge”) soon after it was incorporated. At that time, they
had, in their own words, "bits and pieces of an impactful product
with little understanding of its penetration capabilities." The
Challenge, and particularly the NanoAccelerator™, provided them
with a unique platform to learn from experts and seek solutions
for the various issues involved in driving a successful startup. They
leveraged this expertise to develop business strategies and build a
strong foundation for the company.
During the Accelerator Phase, IoTrek started exploring the FlexGate*
IoT Industrial LoRa Gateway, which integrates Intel Atom® low-power
multi-CPU cores in a flexible architecture, offering processing power
³India to invest $44.9bn in smart grid infrastructure, PR Newswire, February 28, 2017. http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/
india-to-invest-449bn-in-smart-grid-infrastructure-300415391.html
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that can easily be adapted to different use cases. This has helped
them in deploying highly scalable and secure citywide wireless
networks that are specialized for sensors.
The market in India for solutions using LoRa technology is
potentially huge, and IoTrek’s estimate is that, with the push
for smart cities and other Digital India initiatives, it could be
worth as much as INR 26,000 crore. Piyush, Kamran and Prerak
have taken the first steps to tap this enormous potential, and
IoTrek already has solutions that are actively being used in a
variety of use cases, including remote power control devices for
a telecommunications company, a wireless monitoring system
for a smart solar grid, smart electricity metering for energy
management, and a smart streetlight platform for a smart city
application.
Currently, IoTrek has a team of eight people who work in
Paharganj, New Delhi. While they bring diverse assets to the
table, they have a singular focus on making their vision a reality.
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LISTENING TO THE BRAIN

NEUROBUDS

A smart earphone that tracks
brain activity to predict and detect
brain-related health issues

NeuroTech Labs
Nitin Vasanth and Athul B Raj
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NEUROBUDS

The rapid urbanization of India in recent years has come with its share
of problems, and among them is the negative impact on citizens’ health.
There is a strong correlation between urbanization and the prevalence of
hypertension¹, which is a major risk factor for cardiovascular diseases, the
number one cause of deaths globally². In India, hypertension is directly
responsible for 57% of all stroke deaths and 24% of all coronary heart
disease deaths³. Hypertension affects an estimated 20-40% of the
urban population in the country, and at least a similar proportion has
pre-hypertension or undiagnosed hypertension. The frenetic pace of
modern lifestyles is accelerating this hypertension epidemic.
For a problem that is so widespread, Nitin Vasanth was surprised that there
were no consumer devices that allowed stress levels to be continuously
monitored and mapped, so that appropriate corrective action could be
taken. Nitin was pursuing his BTech in Electronics at the Cochin University of
Science and Technology ("CUSAT")—following in the footsteps of his father,
sister and brother-in-law, all of whom are electronics engineers—when he
decided to focus on this problem.
His boyish looks and quiet demeanour belie the entrepreneurial passion
that drives Nitin. Right from the time he joined CUSAT, he got hooked to the
maker movement there. He was a core member of the team that organized
Maker Party 2014 in Kochi, and a Co-Founder of TinkerHub Foundation,
that promotes technology innovation among students. The proximity of
Kerala’s StartUp Village to CUSAT was a huge bonus, and Nitin worked with
companies even as he was studying. One of these companies was started by
Vivek Mohan, three years his senior from CUSAT, who got Nitin interested in
Brain Computer Interfaces ("BCI"); and in 2013, when he was in his second
year, Nitin set up his own company, NeuroTech Labs, to work on combining

¹Gupta, R, Trends in hypertension epidemiology in India. Journal of Human Hypertension (2004) 18, 73–78. http://www.nature.com/
jhh/journal/v18/n2/full/1001633a.html
²Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), Fact sheet, World Health Organisation. http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2016/airpollution-estimates/en/.
³Gupta, R, op. cit.
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artificial neural networks and neurons. Joining him was Athul B Raj, a
second-year Computer Science student at CUSAT, who was also actively
involved in the maker movement.

A Small, Smart Solution
The idea that the young duo came up with was to have a wearable device that
would monitor brainwaves to assess stress levels; a device that would not call
unnecessary attention to the user, and which would be comfortable to wear
for long periods of time. Such a device could have other applications as well.
It would be able to monitor patients of ailments like epilepsy, Alzheimer’s,
and sleep apnea, and could also be used as an automatic panic detection
device, especially in the context of women’s safety—if a woman were to be
harassed, the device would record her panic and trigger a remote alarm,
without her having to take any action herself.
When they did their research, Nitin and Athul found that wearable devices to
track brain activity were rare. Available options took readings from the scalp
and were cumbersome and far too visible for continuous use, as they were
worn either as headbands or headphones. The first solution that Nitin and
Athul came up with, as part of their fourth year project at CUSAT, was also a
device that had to be worn on the forehead. But then they hit upon the ideal
form factor – a pair of earphones, with the buds modified to incorporate
specially designed carbon nanotube based sensor electrodes that would map
brain activity via the ear canal, while still allowing the user to listen to music
or anything else.
Compact and inconspicuous, NeuroBuds, as the NeuroTech team named their
invention, can be comfortably worn by users while they go about their regular
routine. Apart from brain activity, it can also monitor heartbeats. NeuroBuds
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feeds the data it samples to a smartphone, where it is processed
using a specially developed algorithm, which not only displays a
stress level score on the smartphone, but also suggests remedial
action like breathing exercises, meditation or listening to music.
Using the smartphone’s processor and power, NeuroTech has been
able to keep the price of NeuroBuds at a level that is less than a third
of other solutions that have onboard processors and batteries. The
data from NeuroBuds is also transmitted to the cloud for long-term
storage and meta-analysis; once enough data is collected from
different users, NeuroTech can recognize patterns and optimize
algorithms using the underlying neural network.
Even before NeuroTech was selected among the Top 10 of Intel
& DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”),
they received support from multiple sources. While Dr Nirmal,
a neurologist in Kannur, helped them with their initial research,
they received Department of Science & Technology (“DST”) grants
in 2014 and 2015 from the Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Development Centre ("IEDC") at CUSAT. In 2015, Nitin approached Dr
Supratim Ray at the Centre for Neuroscience at the Indian Institute
of Science ("IISc"), Bangalore, for assistance in testing and validation.
At IISc, the NeuroBuds prototype took shape, even as Dr Ray helped
Nitin understand relevant aspects of neuroscience better. Dr Ray
also put him in touch with PhD scholars at IISc, one of whom, Dr
Murty Dinavahi, has become a part of the NeuroTech team now.

New Insights Aid a Clearer Vision
The Challenge has helped Nitin and Athul validate their ideas and
convert NeuroBuds into a full-fledged product. Nitin says that
the mentorship and resources that the duo had access to during
the Accelerator Phase were truly priceless. "The first week at the
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Bootcamp was a great learning experience. The team helped us
understand the ground realities of business. We were provided with
a formal crash course on running a company the Silicon Valley way,"
he elaborates. He adds, "The Challenge not only helped shape our
product, but also made us consider market trends as entrepreneurs
and innovators." Particularly invaluable were the inputs they
received from people who had built similar products and taken them
to market.
On the technology front, NeuroBuds has been revamped, and now
uses the Genuino 101* development board, which is powered by
the Intel® Curie™ Compute Module, featuring the low-power, 32-bit
Intel® Quark™ SE SoC, embedded accelerometer and gyroscope, and
Bluetooth* Low Energy capabilities. In the future, NeuroTech plans
to migrate to a new button sized development board from Intel that
is tailormade for wearable devices, and which would have all the
features of the Genuino 101.
With the new perspectives that they have gained through the
Challenge, Nitin believes that there is enormous scope for
NeuroBuds going ahead. Meta-analysis of the data collected can
provide valuable inputs to doctors and researchers about all types
of disorders of the nervous system, while the low cost, compact
size, and smartphone interface of NeuroBuds can encourage its
widespread use in rural markets—and other areas where availability
of medical expertise is poor—for recording vital health parameters
that doctors located elsewhere can use for remote diagnosis and
early detection of a variety of ailments. With the rapid penetration
of advanced telecommunication networks and smartphones in the
Indian hinterland, Nitin and Athul look forward to playing their part
in building a healthier India, the digital way.
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A SMART WAY
TO TACKLE POLLUTION

POLLUDRONE

A Big Data solution that monitors multiple
parameters of ambient air quality in real time
to help India’s cities take corrective action

Oizom Instruments Pvt. Ltd.
Jainam Mehta and Sanket Nainani
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POLLUDRONE

The air we breathe is quietly killing us; that’s the scary picture
painted by the new World Health Organization ("WHO") air quality
model released in September 2016. The report found that, out of
184 countries for which data was available, India had the tenth worst
country average for PM2.5 levels¹ - an atrocious 62 µg per cubic meter,
more than 6 times the WHO guideline limit of 10 µg. The average for
urban India was even worse: 66 µg. That’s not all; out of 122 Indian
cities in the WHO database², 61 had annual mean PM2.5 levels in
excess of 50 µg per cubic metre!

WHO estimates that 6.5 million deaths (11.6% of all global deaths) are
associated with indoor and outdoor air pollution. Of these, 94% are
due to cardiovascular diseases, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and lung cancer. A report published earlier in 2017³ shows
that, of around 4.2 million deaths attributable specifically to PM2.5
exposure in 2015, as many as 1.1 million were in India.
Ahmedabad based Oizom Instruments decided that these
troubling trends needed urgent attention. Oizom—the name
has astro-numerological roots and signifies “nurturer”—is an
environmental solutions company that builds data-driven solutions
for natural resources like air, water, soil, and energy. It was founded
in 2015 by product designers Ankit Vyas and Vrushank Vyas, who
graduated from the National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, and
MIT Institute of Design, Pune, respectively, and Sohil Patel, a BTech
in Electronics and Communication from the Institute of Technology,
Nirma University. Through extensive research, Oizom aspires to set
new benchmarks in measurement accuracy and precision, and make
the environment understandable and predictable.

¹ World Health Organisation, http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2016/air-pollution-estimates/en/.
Figures given are for the annual mean concentrations of PM2.5, or particulate matter smaller than 2.5 microns, the most dangerous kind.
² World Health Organisation, http://www.who.int/phe/health_topics/outdoorair/databases/cities/en/.
³ Health Effects Institute, State of Global Air 2017: A Special Report on Global Exposure to Air Pollution and its Disease Burden, p 10.
https://www.stateofglobalair.org/sites/default/files/SOGA2017_report.pdf.
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Need for Real Time Data
Looking into the issues involved with regard to poor ambient air quality,
the Oizom team realized that a key problem was the lack of reliable
data on which governments, urban planners and other stakeholders
can base their decisions and take corrective measures. For instance, in
India, there is limited monitoring of PM2.5 levels; even the WHO data for
India are almost entirely estimates based on PM10 levels. What’s more,
there are far too few monitoring stations to give an accurate picture of air
pollution levels; the Central Pollution Control Board’s National Air Quality
Monitoring Programme (NAMP) has just 342 operating stations in 127
cities across the whole of India. Further, the NAMP stations only record
data in two 24-hour cycles during the week, with 4-hourly sampling for
gaseous pollutants and 8-hourly sampling for particulate matter⁴. Hence,
there is no real time data available and chances of biases in the data are
high. High equipment costs (each station can cost INR 1 crore or more),
bulky equipment, high energy consumption, and heavy operational
and maintenance costs are the main reasons for the hugely inadequate
monitoring infrastructure.
Therefore, there is a pressing need to create air quality monitoring
infrastructure in India that is scalable and sustainable. Using the Internet
of Things ("IoT"), cloud computing and other disruptive technologies,
Oizom set out to develop a solution that would “make air quality
visible through technology”. The result is Polludrone – cost-effective,
energy efficient, and compact, and requiring minimal manpower for
implementation. Polludrone is fully solar powered and can be easily
integrated into existing urban infrastructure. It measures ambient air
parameters like suspended particulate matter, hazardous gases, ambient
noise, odours, and radio waves. The data from the Polludrones is
harvested by Oizom Terminal, a cloud analytics software that offers real
⁴ Central Pollution Control Board. http://www.cpcb.nic.in/air.php
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time pollution mapping and air quality data modelling and analytics,
automated reports, smart notifications, air quality predictions,
and more. Through the Polludrone ecosystem, Oizom can provide
environmental data-driven solutions for critical
decision-making and scientific research.

We would say
that, overall, the
NanoAccelerator™
phase of the
Challenge has acted
as our guide and
mentor to innovate
for Digital India.
– Jainam Mehta

The first version of Polludrone was piloted in Delhi in March 2016,
in a joint effort with India Open Data Association. 40 Polludrones
were installed across Delhi, and citizens could view the air quality in
their area on a web-based visualization platform. The solar powered
model was piloted in Ahmedabad in May 2016, where, working with
the Confederation of Indian Industry ("CII") and the Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation ("AMC"), Oizom installed 10 Polludrones.
After successful validation of the technology for six months, CII
and AMC plan to install 80 more Polludrones to create a real time
pollution map of Ahmedabad city, and make data available to its
citizens through LED display boards, a mobile app and websites.

A Good Thing Gets Better
When Oizom was selected among the Top 10 of Intel & DST –
Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”), it delegated
Jainam Mehta, Chief Communication Manager, and R&D Lead Sanket
Nainani to attend the NanoAccelerator™ in Hyderabad. Over the
next two months, Jainam and Sanket received invaluable inputs
on business strategy, technology, and product design, which has
resulted in a sleeker form factor, incorporating Intel® architecture,
and a revamp of Oizom’s go-to-market strategy—changes that are
sure to have a long-term impact on business.
Ashish Deshpande, Co-Founder of Elephant, guided them as they
improved the aesthetics of Polludrone; and Jainam and Sanket
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discovered the capabilities of the Intel® Edison module during the
NanoAccelerator™ sessions. Polludrone now integrates sensors
for particulate matter, gas, light and ultraviolet radiation, noise,
temperature, and humidity with the Intel® Edison board, while using
its 4 PWM output pin, I2C connection, Bluetooth Lite*, Wi-Fi*, and
device-to-device and device-to-cloud communication capabilities.
Advanced analytics helps identify the source of pollution and trigger
alerts based on the data collected.
Advice received from mentors not to restrict themselves to India led
to a major shift in strategic focus for Oizom and Polludrone. Oizom
realized that the global market for air quality monitoring equipment
was almost 15 times as large as the Indian, and that Polludrone was
just as relevant outside India. “The business perspective and how
to tap the market are some of the best learnings we have received
through the Challenge,” says Jainam. “We would say that overall, the
Accelerator Phase of the Challenge has acted as our guide and mentor
to innovate for Digital India, truly.”
Oizom’s vision is to build a dense network of air quality monitors
across the country, the data from which would be interpreted to
discover multiple air quality models that would assist in identifying
pollution sources and forecasting environmental parameters. This
would help government bodies, industry, and even households to take
appropriate preventive or corrective action to address environmental
issues faced by society at large. And it’s not just India’s cities that can
benefit; Polludrone can also be used to detect forest fires—in the
research they did during the NanoAccelerator™, Jainam and Sanket
found that Albania was doing this—and to monitor air quality in
forests and protect them from hazardous gases and pollutants.
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THYROID DISORDERS
DIAGNOSIS MADE EASY

THYROMETER

A portable, battery-operated device that makes
diagnosis of thyroid disorders possible within minutes,
even in areas with poor access to clinical laboratories

Chitkara University Research & Innovation Network
Varsha Singh
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THYROMETER

Small and unpretentious though it may be, the thyroid gland is one of the
most powerful organs in the human body. It’s been likened to an operations
manager¹ that controls the functioning of each and every cell in the body.
The hormones that this butterfly-shaped gland synthesizes and secretes—
T4 (Thyroxine) and T3 (Triiodothyronine)—control metabolism, growth,
energy levels, body temperature, body weight, muscle strength, menstrual
cycles, and the functioning of the lungs, heart and bowels².
The functioning of the thyroid gland is controlled by the pituitary gland.
Situated deep in the brain, it monitors hormone levels in the body and
sends instructions to the thyroid to produce more or less hormones through
the Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH). However, diseases, growths, or
chemical imbalances in the body can cause the thyroid to disregard the
instructions it receives from the pituitary gland, and to produce too many
hormones (hyperthyroidism) or too few hormones (hypothyroidism)³.
Such disorders of the thyroid are quite widespread in India. It is estimated⁴
that 4.2 crore Indians suffer from thyroid diseases, with hypothyroidism
itself affecting one in ten adults. These disorders are easy to detect and
relatively inexpensive to treat, and early diagnosis (through monitoring
TSH and free T4 levels) and treatment play a big role in their management.
However, lack of knowledge and poor access to diagnostic laboratories,
especially in semi-urban and rural India, mean that many patients of thyroid
diseases go undiagnosed and untreated. This can have dire consequences,
particularly in the case of pregnant women, where untreated or inadequately
treated hypothyroidism can compromise foetal development and cause
irreversible mental retardation in new-borns.
¹Bryce, Emma, How does the thyroid manage your metabolism? Video. http://ed.ted.com/lessons/how-does-the-thyroid-manageyour-metabolism-emma-bryce
²Braverman LE, Utiger RD, eds. Werner & Ingbar’s The Thyroid: A Fundamental and Clinical Text. 8th ed. Philadelphia, Pa: Lippincott,
Williams & Wilkins; 2000:837-838
³Bryce, Emma. op. cit.
⁴Bagcchi, S, Hypothyroidism in India: more to be done. www.thelancet.com/diabetes-endocrinology, Vol 2, October 2014. http://
www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/landia/PIIS2213-8587(14)70208-6.pdf
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To Dr Varsha Singh, this scenario deserved a solution. Based in
Chandigarh, she is Assistant Professor of Biochemistry at Chitkara
University in Punjab, and an integral part of the team at the Chitkara
University Research & Innovation Network ("CURIN"). Born in
Pakistan, where her father, who is in the Indian Foreign Service, was
posted, she has a brilliant academic record, and has won recognition
and awards right from her days at school in the USA—including
winning 13 medals at the US Academic Decathlon 2002, and being
chosen as a member of the National Honor Society. Returning to
India in 2003, Varsha joined Kurukshetra University for her BSc, and
then went on to do her MSc (Hons) in Biochemistry from Panjab
University. Specializing in Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics, she
earned her doctorate in Biochemistry from there as well.

Handy Aid for Quick Diagnosis
Dr. Varsha is an innovator by nature, and she has already filed two
patents—one for producing neuron cells from walnut oil, and the
other for a multilevel human simulator for prediction of Type 2
diabetes—when she took on the challenge of finding a way to ensure
that people across India, and in every stratum of society, could get
thyroid disorders diagnosed easily. With the help of the team at
CURIN, she set to work on a solution that would be able to measure
thyroid levels without much of an effort, on a day to day basis,
and economically.
The result is ThyroMeter – a battery-operated handheld device
that obviates the need for patients to go to a lab to get their blood
tested. The ThyroMeter solution is a strip-based method, where
one prick can quantify thyroid levels and predict hypothyroidism
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or hyperthyroidism within five minutes. As against conventional
lab procedures which require 2-3 ml of blood, ThyroMeter requires
just 10 µl (0.01 ml) of blood. It obviates the need for expensive
infrastructure in laboratories, and for patients to spend time, effort
and money to go to labs to get tests done. Now, the clinician can
go to the patient wherever she or he may be, do the test, get the
test result almost immediately, and refer the patient to a doctor for
treatment in case there is a disorder.

Concept Takes Concrete Shape
When ThyroMeter was selected among the Top 10 at Intel &
DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0 (“Challenge”),
the product was at a very nascent stage. Says Dr Varsha;
“The Challenge has been a great platform to make the
ThyroMeter a reality in a short while.”
In developing her prototype, Varsha took the help of Nitin Saluja,
Associate Director – Research at CURIN, on the engineering front,
while she focused on the biosensors, in collaboration with the
Council of Scientific & Industrial Research’s Institute of Microbial
Technology ("IMTECH"), who are experts in the field. At the
NanoAccelerator™ in Hyderabad, Varsha received valuable inputs
that helped her give concrete shape to the ThyroMeter solution.
The guidance she received from Dr Amit Garg, Medical Director at
Dr Reddy's Laboratories, and the inputs from clinicians she met
during this phase helped her get a better grasp of the market
context, while one-to-one interactions and workshop sessions
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with mentors introduced her to aspects of business strategy she
was focused less on. She also discovered that the Intel® Edison
development board synchronized with all her technology needs,
and the Intel Atom® processor assisted in quick data analytics.
ThyroMeter now has Intel® Edison with biosensors at its core.
Varsha plans to price the main device, including free lancets, at
about INR 2,000, and a box of 50 strips at around INR 1,950 (at the
time of writing this piece). In comparison, a lab even in a large city
would charge around INR 300 for a thyroid test. Apart from being
portable and more affordable than current options, ThyroMeter
is simple to use, and Varsha sees patients learning to use it
themselves, making it even more convenient. In short, Varsha is
confident that ThyroMeter will prove to be a tremendous boon for
those who have thyroid related metabolic disorders, especially in
smaller towns and villages, just as she had dreamed.
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TURNING WASTE
INTO WEALTH

TOTER

A digital doorstep recyclable pickup
service that connects people with waste
to people who want waste

Waste Ventures India Pvt. Ltd.
Roshan Miranda and Abdul Rahman Janoo
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TOTER

Drive down any road in urban India, and it’s hard to miss the piles
of garbage and overflowing dumpsites. Most of us would avert our
eyes and cover our noses to keep out the stench, but the folks at
Hyderabad based Waste Ventures India ("WVI") saw an opportunity.
“We are guys who get excited by waste,” says Co-Founder and
Director, Roshan Miranda, “and how we can release the wealth that’s
trapped in it.” Together with Co-Founder and Director, Rob Whiting,
Associate Director Mathangi Swaminathan, Product Manager Abdul
Rahman, and the rest of their team, WVI has been quietly changing
the way Hyderabad’s corporates and citizens handle their waste
since 2015.
Roshan’s passion for finding innovative solutions to the problem of
waste management in India’s cities is a far cry from anything he did
before WVI. After finishing school in Tumakuru, Roshan joined the
Government College of Pharmacy in Bengaluru for his bachelor’s
degree. He went on to complete his MS (Pharm) from the National
Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research in 2002, after
which he joined Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, as a Junior
Research Fellow. Roshan then decided to pursue his doctorate
in Developmental Biology and Genetics from Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston.
By the time he completed his PhD in 2013, however, Roshan had
decided that he was not cut out for academics. He joined a global
management consulting firm based in Boston, where he worked
in logistics and strategy. After a couple of years, he decided that
he wanted to do work that would have social impact. That’s when
he met Parag Gupta, Chairman of WVI and Waste Capital Partners,
who was looking at innovative approaches to waste management.
Rob, who is also from BCG, had already teamed up with Parag a few
months earlier.
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An Enormous Challenge
According to Shri Prakash Javadekar, Minister of State for Environment,
Forest and Climate Change, 620 lakh tonnes of waste is generated annually in
the country¹. Other sources put the figure even higher. A 2012 study² shows
that the Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) generated daily in Class I towns (as of
the 2001 Census) increased 50% from 86,657 tonnes in 2001 to 1,29,593
tonnes in 2011. The daily per capita waste generation in these towns also
went up from 0.44 kg to 0.5 kg. Including waste generation in smaller towns,
the MSW figure for all of urban India was 677 lakh tonnes, estimated to grow
to a mindboggling 1,016 lakh tonnes by 2021—and that excludes waste
generated in rural India!
The problem is exacerbated by the fact that 80% of MSW is just dumped,
burnt or channeled to water bodies, giving rise to serious pollution issues,
and endangering human health; as many as 22 different diseases³ affecting
millions of Indians, are caused by poor waste management. On the customer
front, there is a lack of knowledge and a lack of convenient access to proper
waste disposal systems.
WVI’s founders decided that what was called for was a completely new
approach to handling and disposing waste - an innovative solution that spans
the whole value chain of waste management. They also felt that the time was
ripe to take a for-profit approach to innovation in the waste management
sector. To start with, WVI decided to focus its efforts on Hyderabad, and
target bulk waste generators such as corporates and apartment complexes
there. Hyderabad has one of the highest levels of per capita waste generation
among Indian cities – 0.71 kg per day in 2011⁴. The city generated as much as
4,200 tonnes of MSW in 2010-11—almost twice the 2000-01 figure⁵.

BEST PRICES

GREEN GUARANTEE

Competitive rates standardized
across Hyderabad

All recyclables sent to Pollution
Control Board – Certified recyclers

CONVENIENCE

INSTANT PAYMENT

Scheduled pickup at
your door step

ACCURATE WEIGHT
All our collectors use
digital weighing scales

Cash in your hands
on the spot

FAIR LABOR

Equitable pay, pension and
insurance. No child labor.

1Press Release, Press Information Bureau, Government of India, April 5, 2016. http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=138591
²Ranjith Kharvel Annepu, Sustainable Solid Waste Management in India, Columbia University, January 10, 2012, p 129-145. http://www.seas.columbia.
edu/earth/wtert/sofos/Sustainable%20Solid%20Waste%20Management%20in%20India_Final.pdf
³Op. cit., p 54-55
⁴Op. cit., p 129
⁵Municipal Solid Waste Generation in Metro Cities/State Capitals, ENVIS Centre on Renewable Energy and Environment. http://terienvis.nic.in/index3.
aspx?sslid=4111&subsublinkid=1347&langid=1&mid=1
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Managing Waste, Smartly

We had to literally
search and beg other
vendors to come and
pick up our recyclables,
can’t believe there is a
formal service in Toter
now. Looking forward
to getting my whole
community to use
Toter.
– An apartment resident
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WVI’s approach was to have an asset light model that works
synergistically with the existing ecosystem. WVI staff stationed
on-site at large corporates and housing societies process organic
waste, while recyclables are sent to recycling partners, including
companies like Coca-Cola*, Hindustan Unilever* and Tetra Pak*.
The proposition was well received, and WVI was able to sign up
quite a few reputed corporates and apartment complexes as
ongoing clientele.
Encouraged by this success, Roshan and Rob decided to take the
next step - cater to individual households and small businesses.
Abdul, who leads Technology Development, is set to work on a
smart waste management solution that leverages the existing
network of scrap dealers to provide Hyderabad’s first-ever digital
service for recyclable pickup. A graduate in engineering from
Osmania University, Abdul insists that, as a Gujarati, innovation is in
his blood, and he has the record to prove it - he was a winner at the
Microsoft* Imagine Cup 2013 in St Petersburg, and co-founded two
startups before he joined WVI.
The solution that Abdul and his team came up with was Toter, which
uses what WVI calls the “Uber-for-trash” model. The customer
books a pickup online, and is assigned a Toter agent—a nearby
scrap dealer registered with and trained by WVI, and carrying a WVI
identity card—an hour before the scheduled pickup time. The Toter
agent weighs the recyclables at the customer’s location and pays for
them based on published rates for each category. At the back end,
WVI buys the collected waste from the Toter agent, and takes the
waste to its warehouse, where it is further sorted and segregated
before being baled into cubes that are sent to Pollution Control
Board certified recyclers. The process ensures that each kilo of
waste is accounted for.

A Model Where Everyone Wins
This simple end-to-end solution ensures that everyone is a winner.
Customers not only get convenience, transparency and the assurance of
green dry-waste disposal, they even earn money for waste that they would
probably never have thought of recycling. Toter agents earn much more
than they did earlier, even as much as INR 12-15,000 a month, and they take
pride in their new identity. For WVI, Toter has lived up to its tag line of“Our
business is picking up”—within months of its launch, it was operationally
profitable.
WVI’s journey through Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge
2.0 has been immensely fruitful. Guidance from mentors helped them
understand the advantages of leveraging the existing ecosystem and
combining brick-and-mortar and technology to develop a very scalable
model. On the technology front, WVI has built an integrated platform, based
on Intel® architecture and hosted on Intel® Xeon® processor based servers,
for its corporate web site, bulk waste generators, and Toter. It is in the
process of developing a mobile app for Toter agents, using Intel-based 2 in 1
and Intel® XDK, that will help them check bookings, and update the quantity
of waste collected by category from each customer. WVI is also working
towards building a smart warehouse, featuring smart sorters that use Intel®
RealSense™ technology to reduce manual intervention for waste segregation.
Today, WVI’s client base in Hyderabad encompasses reputed corporates,
more than 18,000 households and over 1,200 Toter agents. Through 2017,
it plans to consolidate and expand this base, before scaling up to enter
other mega cities by 2020. The WVI team is proud to have brought the
digital revolution to a segment that would normally be considered least
amenable to it, and to have created such an impact. They are also thrilled
about the role they have played in environment conservation—in 2016,
they recycled 588 tonnes of waste, saved 5,292 trees, and averted 1,641
tonnes of CO₂ emissions.
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BUILDING SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL
INDIA USING INTEL® ARCHITECTURE
During the NanoAccelerator™ of the Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India
Challenge 2.0, Intel trained engineers guided the Top 10 teams as they used Intel®
architecture to harness the capability of the cloud, the ubiquity of the Internet
of Things, the latest advances in memory and programmable solutions, and the
promise of always-on 5G connectivity, so that they could transform their ideas into
Minimum Viable Products (MVPs).
From development boards to NUC, software to hardware, Intel offers a complete
set of tools for creating innovative solutions. Here is an overview of some of the
Intel-based products that were available to the Top 10 for developing their MVPs.

INTEL® EDISON KIT FOR ARDUINO*
The Intel® Edison kit for Arduino* expansion board is
designed to be hardware and software pin-compatible
with Arduino shields designed for the Uno R3*. The Intel®
Edison kit for Arduino* board includes a micro SD card
connector, a micro USB device port connected to UART2,
and a combination micro USB device connector and
dedicated standard size USB 2.0 host Type-A connector.

INTEL® NUC
The Intel® NUC is an energy-efficient, fully functioning PC
that not only fits users’ performance needs, it fits in the
palm of your hand.

INTEL® COMPUTE STICK
The Intel® Compute Stick is a tiny device that can
transform any HDMI* TV or display into a complete
computer. Available with a range of Intel® processors,
it has the same operating system, same high quality
graphics, and same wireless connectivity as a
full-sized computer.
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INTEL-BASED 2 IN 1
2 in 1 personal computers powered by Intel® processors offer the benefits of both
a powerful touchscreen laptop and an ultra-thin, detachable tablet, capable of
multiple modes like tent or presentation.

INTEL® REALSENSE™ TECHNOLOGY
Intel® RealSense™ technology takes perpetual
computing to the next level by understanding
sensory input and movement-supported
platforms. It opens up a world of possibilities
like the revolutionary Intel® RealSense™
3D Camera, which uses depth-sensing
technology so your PC sees more like you do.
You can use the added dimension to scan
3D objects, control your PC with gestures, or
create a more lifelike video chat environment.

INTEL® IOT GATEWAY TECHNOLOGY
Solutions based on Intel® IoT Gateway
Technology provide leading performance
and security for intelligence at the edge,
enabling real-time analysis and tighter, more
efficient process controls, while reducing
data transmission costs.
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XADOW* WEARABLE KIT FOR INTEL® EDISON
Xadow Wearable Kit for Intel® Edison contains all the necessary adapters and
small sensors to design a compact wearable device. The kit includes small
expansion boards with different features and all the boards are connected by a
flexible flat cable (FCC). You can connect the boards in a daisy-chain to provide
necessary features on your device.

INTEL® CURIE™
Intel® Curie™ is a complete low-power solution designed for wearable devices
and consumer and industrial edge products. The Intel® Curie™ module is ideal
for always-on applications such as social media and fitness activities.

INTEL ATOM® PROCESSOR
In processor/chipset combinations and system-on-chip
configurations, Intel Atom® processors provide
performance-per-watt leadership, rich graphics, and I/O
integration. These processors are ideal for a wide range of
applications including digital signage, interactive clients,
portable medical devices, industrial control systems, security
appliances, and storage.
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Intel & DST – Innovate for Digital India Challenge 2.0 is sometimes referred to as “Challenge 2.0” or “Challenge” in this document.
Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system
configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at www.intel.in.
© 2017 Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Atom, Intel Curie, Intel Quark, Intel RealSense and Intel Xeon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S.
and/or other countries. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

